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Appendix 1 
Estimation of relative importance 
We tested the importance of the different model predictors as described in Ewald et al. (2014) by 

first randomizing each predictor variable in turn and then building models including the permuted 

predictor. In the end the Pearson correlations between the predictions of the true model and the 

model with the permutated variable was calculated. Lower correlation values indicate greater 

importance. We inferred relative importance by subtracting each correlation coefficient from 1 and 

then scaled the results by dividing each by the sum of all those differences (Table A2). For 

assessing the overall importance for the core habitat variables we performed the rescaling after 

summing over all predictors including the particular variable of interest (spatial and temporal 

interactions included). However, we want to caution here, that this approach does not take 

collinearities between predictors into account and hence is not an exact measure for relative 

importance in the model. 

 

Model reduction of the lynx SSF 
To test the robustness of our model reduction approach for the lynx SSF using p-values we 

compared the results to an alternative approach using relative importance and a cutoff of 0.01 (see 

above for the explanation of relative importance values). Both approaches gave very similar results 

even though using relative importance as a model reduction tool was more stringent, i.e. more DOY 

and TOD interactions were excluded. However, all DOY and TOD interactions present in the final 

model using relative importance were also present in the final model using p-values for model 

reduction (except for altitude:ysin and deer availability:ysin). This shows that the final deer RSF 

model was robust to different methods of model reduction. 

 

Model reduction of the deer RSF 
Due to the large number of deer steps (n = 302 633) the use of a p-value cutoff for the deer RSF 
model reduction was not practical (i.e. almost all coefficients were highly significant despite some 
very small effect sizes). For this reason we visually selected those predictors where TOD or DOY 
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interactions seemed important. We plotted model predictions for diurnal and seasonal variation in 
selection/avoidance for each main predictor using univariate resource selection functions and then 
excluded TOD or DOY interactions based on visual inspections of these plots (Fig. A1–A2). Based 
on this procedure we excluded altitude and southern exposition for TOD interactions and open 
habitat, distance to cover edge and slope for DOY interactions. 
 

Table A1. Model output for the deer RSF model used to calculate deer availability in the 
lynx SSF model. Positive regression coefficients correspond to preference whereas 
negative coefficients correspond to avoidance. Coefficients for year- and time -
interactions have to be examined in combination and require plotting for interpretation 
(Fig. A3–A4). Β = beta coefficients, SE = model standard errors, SErobust = robust 
standard errors (calculated using the NeweyWest function in the sandwich package in 
R; Newey and West 1987); ysin, ycos, ysin2, ycos2: year harmonics; dsin, dcos, dsin2, 
dcos2: time harmonics. 
 

Variable names β SE SErobust 
Habitat type –0.270 0.004 0.012 
Habitat type:dsin –0.165 0.005 0.006 
Habitat type:dcos 0.730 0.006 0.008 
Distance to edge –1.494 0.008 0.026 
Distance to edge:dsin –0.028 0.009 0.008 
Distance to edge:dcos 1.571 0.009 0.017 
Slope –0.217 0.003 0.007 
Slope sq –0.259 0.002 0.005 
Slope:dsin 0.015 0.003 0.003 
Slope:dcos –0.095 0.003 0.005 
Altitude –0.306 0.006 0.024 
Altitude sq 0.046 0.003 0.011 
Altitude:ysin –0.061 0.003 0.014 
Altitude:ycos –0.103 0.003 0.014 
Altitude:ysin2 –0.046 0.003 0.014 
Altitude:ycos2 –0.066 0.003 0.014 
Southern exposition 0.242 0.004 0.012 
Southern exposition:ysin 0.004 0.006 0.017 
Southern exposition:ycos 0.186 0.006 0.019 
Southern 
exposition:ysin2 –0.014 0.006 0.018 
Southern 
exposition:ycos2 –0.074 0.006 0.018 
Human dist. Index 0.110 0.003 0.015 
Human dist. Index sq –0.053 0.001 0.005 
Human dist:ysin 0.020 0.003 0.011 
Human dist:ycos –0.063 0.003 0.011 
Human dist:ysin2 –0.042 0.003 0.011 
Human dist:ycos2 –0.053 0.003 0.011 
Human dist:dsin 0.051 0.003 0.002 
Human dist:dcos 0.037 0.003 0.003 
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Table A2. Table with relative importance for all predictors of the lynx SSF model; ysin, ycos, ysin2, 

ytcos2: year harmonics; dsin, dcos, dsin2, dcos2: time harmonics, rel. imp.: relative importance. 

Variable names 

rel. 

imp. 

Deer availability 0.277 
Deer availability sq 0.237 
Deer availability:ysin2 0.009 
Deer availability:ycos2 0.004 
Deer availability:dsin 0.012 
Deer availability:tcos 0.014 

0.554 
Altitude 0.064 
Altitude sq 0.077 
Altitude:ycos 0.016 
Altitude:ysin2 0.032 
Altitude:tcos 0.001 
Altitude:dsin2 0.007 

0.197 
Human dist. Index 0.049 
Hum dist. Index sq 0.026 
Human dist:ysin 0.012 
Human dist:ycos 0.012 
Human dist:ycos2 0.001 
Human dist:dsin 0.020 
Human dist:tcos 0.017 
Human dist:Step length 0.012 
Human dist:Habitat type 0.013 

0.162 
Habitat type 0.050 
Habitat type:ycos2 0.006 
Habitat type:dsin 0.008 
Habitat type:dsin2 0.012 
Habitat type:tcos2 0.002 

0.078 
Step length 0.009 
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Figure A1. Results from univariate deer RSF models used for model reduction of the multivariate 

deer RSF. Roe deer diurnal selection patterns for all six main predictor variables are shown. The 

DOY interactions are fixed at January 1. The dotted line for w(x) = 1 represents no selection. 

Diurnal variation in selection was included in the final deer RSF model for open habitat, distance to 

cover edge, slope and human disturbance. Diurnal variation in selection for altitude and southern 

exposition were excluded from the final RSF model. 



Figure A2. Results from univariate deer RSF models used for model reduction of the multivariate 

deer RSF. Roe deer seasonal selection patterns for all six main predictor variables are shown. The 

TOD interactions are fixed at midnight. The dotted line for w(x) = 1 represents no selection. 

Seasonal variation in selection was included in the final deer RSF model for human disturbance, 

altitude and southern exposition. Seasonal variation in selection for open habitat, distance to cover 

edge and slope were excluded from the final RSF model. 
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Figure A3. Roe deer diurnal selection patterns for human disturbance, open habitat, slope and 

distance to cover edges respectively. The four panels show interactions between the four predictor 

variables and the time harmonics for TOD in the final RSF model for deer. The DOY interactions 

are fixed at January 1. The dotted line for w(x) = 1 represents no selection. Thus values of w(x) 

greater than 1 indicate selection whereas values of w(x) smaller than 1 indicate avoidance relative 

to the reference (cover habitat for habitat type and mean values for the remaining predictors). 

Because we used coordinated universal time (UTC), time curves for TOD are shifted by one (for 

central European time; CET) and 2 h (for central European summer time; CEST) respectively 

with respect to local time. w(x): SSF score, TOD: Time of day, DOY: day of year. 
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Figure A4. Roe deer seasonal selection patterns for human disturbance, altitude and southern 

exposition respectively. The three panels show interactions between the three predictor variables 

and the time harmonics for DOY in the final RSF model for deer. The TOD interactions are fixed at 

midnight. The dotted line for w(x) = 1 represents no selection. Thus values of w(x) greater than 1 

indicate selection whereas values of w(x) smaller than 1 indicate avoidance relative to the reference 

(expositions other than South and mean values for the remaining predictors). w(x): SSF score, 

TOD: Time of day, DOY: day of year. 
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Figure A5. The positive non-linear relationship between the human disturbance index (a composite 

measure of building density and distance to the closest road) and deer availability (as measured by the 

deer RSF) in our study site. The human disturbance index was rescaled to the interval between 0 and 1. 

To indicate the non-linear nature of the relationship we drew a lowess smoother function through the data 

(red line). 
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